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It was Sunday, October 8th, 2015. My roommate 
and I were making the drive from a dingy Hotel 
in Rohnert Park, to our apartment in the fog 
drenched hillside of San Francisco’s Outer 
Sunset District. Bleary eyed and dizzy from 
the night before, I lazily opened up my Discov-
er Weekly to put on “Wait for the Moment,” a 
soulfully nuanced groove from some band with 
a weird name.

My comrade and I knew there was something spe-
cial there, so into the artist page we dove. 
This is a path I’ve followed many times before, 
but often, the remainder of a band’s discog-
raphy fails to deliver the goods. We put on 
Thrill of the Arts and were completely blown 
away. About two minutes into the auditory od-
yssey that is Welcome to Vulf Records, I had 
found my new favorite band. Funky Duck made us 
laugh out loud, Back Pocket was the best clar-
inet solo in existence, and Rango II made me 
grab the “oh shit” handles of the car.

We immediately checked tour dates, hoping a 
San Francisco tour date might be in the cards. 
To our amazement, they had a show booked five 
miles from home that very night. We went, and 
it was the best show of our lives. The music 
gods blessed us that night, and to this day I 
don’t understand why.

***

The Origin 
of Vulf Mono

***

→ The full story continues on ohnotype.co →
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Songs in the 
Key of Life
Tour 2015

orchestral hit solo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!111!1!!

“Win. You Over!”
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NON-LINING FIGURES

SUPERIORS/ NUMERATORS

INFERIORS/ DENOMINATORS

FRACTIONS

CASE SENSITVE AT SYMBOL

012367 → 012367

123 → 123

123 → 123

4 2/3 → 4 2/3

H@S.CO → H�S.CO
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LIGHT 40 POINT

LIGHT 12 POINT

MINDKETTŐNKNEK
représentation
HÄMMÄSTYTTÄVÄÄ
tilfældigheder

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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LIGHT ITALIC 40 POINT

LIGHT ITALIC 12 POINT

AFLEIÐINGARNAR
leyniþjónustan
NAJOBĽÚBENEJŠÍ
sincronización

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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REGULAR 40 POINT

REGULAR 12 POINT

PARTECIPAZIONE
radioaktivität
SCHRIFTKUNDIGE
attīstītākajām

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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ITALIC 40 POINT

ITALIC 12 POINT

ANTIBIOTERÀPIA
nejzajímavější
FØLELSESMÆSSIG
defenestrating

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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BOLD 40 POINT

BOLD 12 POINT

QUADRAGENARIAN
työskentelevät
LASTEBILSJÅFØR
mežrūpniecības

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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BOLD ITALIC 40 POINT

BOLD ITALIC 12 POINT

REMORSEFULNESS 
bobby-dazzlers
BÜNTETÉSÜNKBŐL
pasistatydinęs

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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BLACK 40 POINT

BLACK 12 POINT

ELLENŐRIZZÉTEK
ausschließlich
MERRY-GO-ROUND
nejdůležitější

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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BLACK 40 POINT

BLACK 12 POINT

ĬNEXPLĬCĀBĬLIS
zweckmäßigkeit
LASTEBILSJÅFØR
çürütmüşlerdir

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and 
remember what peace there may be in silence. 
As far as possible, without surrender, be on 
good terms with all persons. Speak your truth 
quietly and clearly; and listen to others, 
even to the dull and the ignorant; they too 
have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If 
you compare yourself with others, you may be-
come vain or bitter, for always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. En-
joy your achievements as well as your plans. 
Keep interested in your own career, however 
humble; it is a real possession in the chang-
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UPPERCASE

LOWERCASE

LINING FIGURES

NON-LINING FIGURES

NUMERATORS & DENOMINATORS

PUNCTUATION

ARROWS

MUSIC DINGBATS
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Thank you to Sadie, friends, 
family, colleagues, students, 
and teachers. To Vulfpeck: 
Jack Stratton, Woody Goss, 
Theo Katzman, Joe Dart, as 

well as their collaborators, 
influences, & Rob Stenson.  
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0123 0123
old style figures

→

0123 0123
tabular figures

→

0123 0123
tabular old style figures

→

1 23/45 1 23⁄45
fractions

→

glad glad
single story a and g

→

[X]{Y}(Z) [X]{Y}(Z)
case sensitive punctuation

→

J@O.CO J@O.CO
case sensitive punctuation

→
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Foretoken
SUBACRID
Clumpiest
SMUDGILY
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Night-Club
ACRIMONY
Edulcorant
AMYGDALE
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Cosecants
POLECATS
Fumigator
WOTCHER
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Uniforming
REBURYING
Dead-Point
SCURFIEST
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Mamboing
BLUCHERS
Anthraxes
SHOETREE
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Supersonic
PILCHARDS
Refocusing
PIGGYBACK
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Sloganeers
CORSICAN
Cor blimey
THERMALS
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Pot-Hanger
BONIFACES
Forwarders
PUGNACITY
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Newshawk
SCHWERIN
Outnamed
PURCHASE
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Battle royal
VOLUNTARY
Crab-Louse
ASPHALTED
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Airplane! (alternatively titled Flying High!) is a 
1980 American satirical disaster film written 
and directed by David and Jerry Zucker and Jim 
Abrahams, and produced by Jon Davison. It 
stars Robert Hays and Julie Hagerty and 
features Leslie Nielsen, Robert Stack, Lloyd 
Bridges, Peter Graves, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, 
and Lorna Patterson. The film is a parody of 
the disaster film genre, particularly the 1957 
Paramount film Zero Hour!, from which it 
borrows the plot and the central characters, 
as well as many elements from Airport 1975. 
The film is known for its use of surreal humor 
and its fast-paced slapstick comedy, 
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Paul Frederic Simon (born October 13, 1941) is an 
American singer-songwriter and actor. Simon's 
musical career has spanned seven decades, with 
his fame and commercial success beginning as 
half of the duo Simon & Garfunkel (originally 
known as Tom & Jerry), formed in 1956 with Art 
Garfunkel. Simon was responsible for writing 
nearly all of the pair's songs, including three that 
reached number one on the U.S. singles charts: 
"The Sound of Silence", "Mrs. Robinson", and 
"Bridge over Troubled Water".The duo split up in 
1970 at the height of their popularity and Simon 
began a successful solo career, recording three 
acclaimed albums over the next five years. In 
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Jurassic 5 is an American alternative hip hop 
group formed in 1993 by members of two 
previous groups (Rebels of Rhythm and Unity 
Committee): rappers Charles Stewart (Chali 
2na), Dante Givens (Akil), Courtenay 
Henderson (Soup aka Zaakir), Marc Stuart 
(Marc 7); and disc jockeys Mark Potsic (DJ Nu-
Mark) and Lucas Macfadden (Cut Chemist). The 
six piece crew that was formed, came out of 
the Los Angeles venue Good Life. The group 
broke up in 2007, shortly after releasing their 
fourth LP Feedback, citing "musical 
differences," but returned to the stage in 2013 
and released a new track in 2014. The 
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Arroyo Grande is a city in San Luis Obispo County, 
California, United States. The population was 
17,716 at the 2013 census. The earliest inhabitants 
of the Arroyo Grande Valley were Chumash 
Indians, who conducted extensive trade with other 
Native American tribes at a considerable distance. 
The first Europeans to see this stretch of coast 
were the crew of Portuguese explorer Juan 
Rodríguez Cabrillo, working in the service of Spain. 
The Spanish Portolá expedition was the first 
European visit by land, passing through the area 
on September 4, 1769. When Mission San Luis 
Obispo de Tolosa was established nearby, the 
Portolà trail became part of the road connecting 
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Financial independence is a state in which an 
individual or household has sufficient wealth to 
live on without having to depend on income 
from some form of employment. Financially 
independent people have assets that generate 
income (cash flow) that is at least equal to 
their expenses. Income you earn without 
having to work a job is commonly referred to as 
"passive income". For example, if someone 
receives $5000 in dividends from stocks they 
own, but their expenses total $4000, they can 
live on their dividend income because it pays 
for all their expenses to live (with some left 
over). Under these circumstances, a person is 
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Oprah Winfrey (born  Orpah Gail Winfrey; January 
29, 1954) is an American media executive, actress, 
talk show host, television producer and 
philanthropist. She is best known for her talk show 
The Oprah Winfrey Show, which was the highest-
rated television program of its kind in history and 
was nationally syndicated from 1986 to 2011 in 
Chicago. Dubbed the "Queen of All Media", she was 
the richest African American of the 20th century 
and North America's first black multi-billionaire, 
and has been ranked the greatest black 
philanthropist in American history. She has also 
been sometimes ranked as the most influential 
woman in the world.Winfrey was born into poverty 
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Earth, Wind & Fire (abbreviated in initials as 
EWF or EW&F) is an American band that has 
spanned the musical genres of R&B, soul, funk, 
jazz, disco, pop, rock, dance, Latin, and Afro 
pop. They have been described as one of the 
most innovative and commercially successful 
bands of all time. Rolling Stone called them 
"innovative, precise yet sensual, calculated yet 
galvanizing" and declared that the band 
"changed the sound of black pop".The band was 
founded in Chicago by Maurice White in 1970, 
having grown out of a previous band known as 
the Salty Peppers. Other prominent members of 
EWF have included Verdine White, Philip Bailey, 
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Wilco is an American alternative rock band based 
in Chicago, Illinois. The band was formed in 1994 by 
the remaining members of alternative country 
group Uncle Tupelo following singer Jay Farrar's 
departure. Wilco's lineup changed frequently during 
its first decade, with only singer Jeff Tweedy and 
bassist John Stirratt remaining from the original 
incarnation. Since early 2004, the lineup has been 
unchanged, consisting of Tweedy, Stirratt, 
guitarist Nels Cline, multi-instrumentalist Pat 
Sansone, keyboard player Mikael Jorgensen, and 
drummer Glenn Kotche. Wilco has released ten 
studio albums, a live double album, and four 
collaborations: three with Billy Bragg and one with 
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Mr. Money Mustache is the website and 
pseudonym of 44-year-old, Canadian-born 
blogger Peter Adeney. Adeney retired from his 
job as a software engineer in 2005 at age 30 by 
spending only a small percentage of his annual 
salary and consistently investing the remainder, 
primarily in stock market index funds. Adeney 
lives in Longmont, Colorado, and contends that 
most middle-class individuals can and should 
spend less money and own fewer physical 
possessions, and that they can live with 
increased financial freedom and happiness as 
well as a decreased environmental footprint as a 
result. He has described the typical middle-class 
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Joe Dirt is a 2001 American adventure comedy film 
starring David Spade, Dennis Miller, Christopher 
Walken, Adam Beach, Brian Thompson, Brittany 
Daniel, Jaime Pressly, Erik Per Sullivan, and Kid 
Rock. The film was written by Spade and Fred Wolf, 
and produced by Robert Simonds.The plot concerns 
a "white trash" young man, Joe Dirt, who at first 
seems to be a "loser", a failure, an antihero. As he 
travels in search of his parents, his fine qualities 
are increasingly revealed. He ends up with a new 
"family" of close friends, people he has helped and 
who respect him. Critical reception was mostly 
negative, but the film was a modest financial 
success. A sequel, Joe Dirt 2: Beautiful Loser, 
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uppercase
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ŦŤÞÚŬÛÜÙŰŪŲŮŨẂŴẄẀÝŶŸŹŽŻ
accented uppercase

aàâáăāąåǻãägğĝġģ
alternates

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
lowercase

áăâäæǽàāąåǻãćčçĉċďđıéĕěêëėèēŋęðğĝġ 
ßħĥíĭîïìĳīįĩĵĸĺľŀłńŉňñóŏôöœòőōøǿõŕř 
śšşŝŧťþúŭûüùűūųůũẃŵẅẁýŷÿźžż

accented lowercase

0123456789
figures
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punctuation
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